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        Sovereign and Immersive AV 
have been working together for 
many years. We had the privilege 
of supporting one another again 
at the WTM 2022 on the stand 
that went on to win “Best Feature 
Stand” that was Qatar Tourism.

From start to finish everything 
went as smoothly as possible 
and all teams involved were 
an absolute pleasure to work 
with onsite. We very much look 
forward to continue working with 
Immersive AV on future events 
and exhibitions.

World Travel Market London is the market 
leading international travel event, unlocking 
business opportunities for inbound and 
outbound tourism professionals. 

It is the event where the biggest names in 
the travel and tourism industry from every 
sector and every background around the 
world can connect and network with each 
other to find new ways to grow and develop 
their business. 

As well as that, the show has expert 
inspirational content, from innovative 
technology to sustainable solutions, to 
revolutionise the future of travel. It is the 
biggest show in the industry and it takes 
place in one of the busiest, most diverse 
and exciting cities in the world - London.

Vincent McCullagh, Managing Director
Sovereign Exhibitions



THE BRIEF
Immersive AV has been supporting Sovereign 
Exhibitions for the past 10 years with audio 
visual and onsite support for their exhibition 
stands. Sovereign is one of the leading stand 
builders in the UK and they deliver some 
incredible stands worldwide. In October, a brief 
for a stand at the World Travel Market 2022 
was discussed and passed to our account 
directors at Immersive AV.

The initial brief was for 688 LED panels across 
multiple LED walls in a high resolution 2.6mm 
product. Having recently invested in more 
Unilumin 2.6mm panels, we were confident we 
could support the scale of this project.

In addition to the LED displays, the client 
required specific touch screens that 
surrounded the real estate of the pavilion. 
These incorporated Tizen APP, supported 
by Samsung and iPads. Elsewhere, other 4K 
screens were also installed.



THE 
SOLUTION
The stand concept came from end client OP3. 
Immersive AV was sent a drawing of the stand 
after the initial quote was sent and it goes without 
saying we were amazed by the sheer size and 
scale and creativity of this stand.

The Qatar pavilion boasted two levels. Visitors 
were able to access the upper floor using two 
built-in staircases. The stand also featured 
two meeting rooms, six meeting areas and an 
experiential entrance like no other.

The entrance was comprised of an immersive 
‘tunnel’, whereby the delegate could walk 
down the middle of the high gloss walkway and 
experience a 360 degree encounter with video 
content of the history and culture of Qatar. On 
the left hand side, a 14m wide by 3m tall LED wall 
was installed, while the right hand side featured 

a slightly shorter 12m wide by 3m tall LED wall. 
Immediately ahead and facing the visitor was 
positioned a 3.5m wide by 2.5m tall LED wall. 

These three LED walls were synchronised, 
with 12k resolution video footage spanning 
across the whole immersive tunnel area. The 
12k footage was shot on a state of the art 360 
degree camera, which gave the illusion of being 
in the centre of the video footage.



IMPACT & 
RESULTS
In order to synchronise every LED wall  
on the stand, we used four disguise GSX 
Media Servers. 

Three of these servers were live, pushing out 
multiple 4k signals across the stand, whilst 
the fourth server was our hot backup in case 
anything were to happen to either of the 
other servers. 

Within the disguise server we were able to 
import the very high resolution video content 
for each of the individual walls or areas of the 
stands, split them into smaller 4k signals and 
send them to the relevant LED processors. 

 You felt as though you were 
walking down the street, in a 
souk or in the desert. It told you 
about the country.

Stand judges
World Travel Market 2022

Qatar Tourism was awarded the Best Stand 
Feature accolade at World Travel Market 
2022. Described as a ‘movie walkway’ the 
stand judges said:



Experience a World Beyond

Leading the Qatari delegation comprising of public and 
private sector partners, Qatar Tourism shared destination 
updates, met with travel trade partners and launched 
‘Experience a World Beyond’, its biggest promotional 
campaign to date.

The Qatar pavilion featured huge video screens wrapped 
around the entire pavilion playing Qatar Tourism’s recently 
released “Experience a World Beyond” advertisement, in 
addition to digital towers and tables. 

As well as the 180-degree immersive tour of Qatar, models 
of the eight stadiums built for 2022’s FIFA World Cup were 

on display, with video footage of Qatar’s journey in winning 
the World Cup bid. 

As the future will see Qatar hosting F1, an F1 simulator was 
in the pavilion for visitors to race virtually round a track, to 
see who can race the fastest without crashing.

Qatari heritage was also on full display with a whole 
cultural section of the pavilion. This area was surrounded 
by Qatari desert roses and a souq of spices and dates, 
available to guests to sit in, have their photograph taken 
and immerse themselves in the sights, sounds and smells 
of the country..

 ⊲ Video

https://vimeo.com/778260970


       Experience is key to evoking emotion and creating memories which influence 
people’s decision making. The experiences we create are one of the most effective 
tools our clients use to enhance engagement with their audience. Put simply, 
experiential exhibition stands attract people and keep them there longer.

The scope of exhibition stand creativity is virtually limitless and can be tailored to 
fit your brand like a glove. Our team would be delighted to discuss our solutions 
and show you further examples. Please email enquiries@immersiveav.com or call 
01952 953 500.

Sharon Reynolds
CEO
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